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Let (an) be a sequence of positive integers, and let (dP} be its difference sequence 
with d,=la,--a,+,/. Call (akt p a ermutation if every positive integer appears 
exactly once as an ak. Having seen a construction which showed that one could 
construct a permutation whose difference sequence is also a permutation, Erdos 
asked if one could construct a permutation for which its difference sequence and all 
succeeding difference sequences would also be permutations. It is shown here that 
such a permutation exists. 
Let N denote the set of positive integers. By a permutation of N is meant a 
sequence {ak: k E N) of positive integers in which every positive integer 
appears once and only once as an ak. By the d@erence sequence of 
(a,:kEN) is meant the sequence (d,:kEN, dk=Iak-ak+,I}. In [l] it 
was shown that one could construct a permutation whose difference sequence 
is also a permutation. In [2] we considered which finite sets D E N could be 
difference sets of permutations of N. That is, for which D E N is it possible 
to find a permutation (ak : k E N} such that the set ( dk 1 k E N, 
dk=la,-a,+,/} equals D? 
Having seen the results of [ 11, Erdos asked if it would be possible to 
construct a permutation so that its difference sequence and all succeeding 
difference sequences would also be permutations. Such a permutation 
{d, .k : k E N} will be demonstrated to exist. 
It is convenient to work with (countably) infinite matrices. If P = [P~,,~], 
where 1 < i, j < co, then the kth yinite) diagonal of P is (pk., , pk- ,,z ,..., 
P,.~). Let M= [mij], where mij =j for all values of i and j, 1 < i,j < co. A 
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D= 
12 4 9 21 3 
1 2 5 12 18 
137 6 
2 4 1 
2 3 
1 
M= 
000056 
003406 
020450 
003056 
10 0 4 5’6 
023456 
123456 
FIG. 1. Matrices D and M after step 1. 
matrix D = [dij] for 1 & i,j < co will be constructed such that (dij:j E N} 
is a permutation for each i, and for i>2 one has diJ=]di-,J-dj-,J+,]. 
Let k = i +j - 1. Going from dij to di_ ,j+ i will be considered as going 
“up” the k th diagonal, and going from dij to di+ i+j- i will be considered as 
gong “down.” Observe that the entries d,,i, d,,*,..., d,,k would determine all 
entries in the first k finite diagonals of D. Furthermore, if did and di+ ij are 
given, then if di,j < di, ,j then diJ+, = diJ + di+ ,,j, and if di,,i > di+ ,j then 
either di,j+, = dij+di-,JorelsediJ+,=diJ-di+,J. 
D will be defined recursively; at each step one will add on the next several 
finite diagonals to D and will zero out the corresponding values in M. That 
is, whenever a value d is entered in D as d = diJ then mi,d is changed from d 
to 0. Start with d,., = 1, d,., = 2, d,,, = 4, d,,, = 9, d,,, = 21, and d,,, = 3. 
Thus the first six finite diagonals of D are as in Fig. 1, and M is as indicated. 
In general, if the first k finite diagonals of D have been defined with no 
two entries in the same row equal, then for the next step let m be the smallest 
value for which M contains a nonzero entry in the m th finite diagonal. That 
is, m is the smallest possible value such that there exists an mi,,,+ i -i (equal 
to m + 1 - i) for which m + 1 - i has not yet appeared in the ith row of D. 
Set n = m + 1 - i (selecting the smallest possible value of i if several entries 
of the m th finite diagonal of A4 are nonzero), and the next several diagonals 
of D will be defined so that the ith row of D will contain n in the last of 
these diagonals, and again no two entries in the same row will be equal. For 
example, for step 2 one has m = 4 and can choose either i = 3 and n = 2 or 
i=2 and n=3. 
Recall that k is the number of diagonals of D already defined, and let L, 
denote the maximum value of the entries in the first k finite diagonals of D. 
For example, L, = 21. 
First, assume i is even. If k is even, let d,, i,, = L,. Working up this 
diagonal, one sets 4.2=Lk+dk.l, 4-,,3=dk,2+4-l 2,...,dl,k+l= 
4, + d,.,. Each entry of this next diagonal in the first k rows’being strictly 
larger than L,, no row of D has two entries the same. Also, the differencing 
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property is preserved. Thus it can be assumed that k is odd (or else one adds 
this last diagonal to make it odd and zeroes out the appropriate entries in 
w 
Let Y, = dkfl,, = L,,Y, = dk,2 = dk+l,l + dk,l = Y, + dk,L9...9~k+1 = 
dl,k+l=yk+dl,ka Note that Lk+L=yk+ly one has an even number of 
diagonals defined with the last one strictly increasing as one goes up, and the 
largest entry in each row of D is the last one in that row. Select natural 
numbers X and Z such that yk+ r < X < Z. That is, X is “very much larger” 
than Lk+, and Z is “very much larger” than X. “Very much larger” in this 
context simply means large enough to make the following argument work. 
Let dk+2.1=Zy dk+1,2=z+y1y dk.3=Z+yl +y29...~dl,k+Z=Z+ 
Y,+Y,+...+Y~+,. Let d,+,,,=X, and for 2<j<k+3 let dk+4-j.j= 
d k+4-j.j-1 -dk+5-jj-1* Thus the k + 3rd finite diagonal (going up) is X, 
z-x, x+y,, z-x+y,, x+y,+y,, z-x+y,+y, ,..., x+y,+ 
y, + -.* +y,, z -x+y, +y4 + -*’ +yk+l. Arranging these last three finite 
diagonals of D in column form produces the first three columns in Fig. 2. 
One can observe, as follows, that no two entries of the same row of D are 
equal. Each yi is strictly larger than any element preceding it in the same 
row. Since Lk+, @ X < Z, no two elements of the same row in the k + 2nd 
and k + 3rd diagonals are equal to each other, and neither of them can be 
equal to anything preceding it in its row. Now consider the k + 4 th diagonal 
(column). Let n be the entry of the ith row in this column (with 
i = k + 1 - 2t). Clearly n does not equal any of the three values preceding it 
in the ith row, and by assumption n does not appear anywhere else in the ith 
row. For the entries up from n in the k + 4th column, each is obtained by 
adding the values below and to the left.Entries dl,k+4, d2,k+3,...,di-d.k-i+9 
are clearly the largest in their rows, and by inspection it is seen that the 
i - 3rd, i - 2nd and i - 1 St entries of this column do not equal any preceding 
element of their rows. 
Consider the entries down from n in the k + 4th column. X can be chosen 
sufficiently large, and Z sufficiently larger, so that the entries of the last 
three columns (diagonals) of D in rows i + 1, i + 2, i + 3 and i + 4 approx- 
imate those in Fig. 3. Clearly the pattern X, Z - 2X, Z - 3X, 2X repeats as 
one goes down from n in this last diagonal, and no two entries of the same 
row will be equal. 
Z z-x X 
Z X z-2x 
Z z-x z-3x 
Z X 2x 
FIG. 3. A pattern submatrix for D. 
DIFFERENCE SEQUENCES ? 
To complete the current step one zeroes out the corresponding elements of 
M. 
The second case, assuming i is odd, can be treated similarly. In this case 
one can assume k is even and perform a similar construction. 
To summarize, it has been demonstrated that if the first k finite diagonals 
of D are created so that no two entries in the same row are equal, and if n is 
an arbitrary positive integer not yet appearing in the ith row of D, then by 
extending D for four or five more diagonals one can preserve the property 
that no two entries in a row are equal, while making n an entry in the ith 
row. From the way n was selected from M, it is guaranteed that entry j will 
appear in row i of D within (i +j- l)(i + j)/2 steps. Thus this method of 
construction guarantees that every positive integer will appear exactly once 
in each row. 
THEOREM. There exists a permutation of N for which each of its 
successive d@erence sequences is also a permutation of N. 
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